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find a 
BUDDY



?fave
RESOURCE

fave
TIP or TRICK





Adobe
SPARK

https://spark.adobe.com/




https://spark.adobe.com/gallery/small-business/example/everyday-forms/


https://spark.adobe.com/gallery/travel/example/this-was-nepal/




zoom.us





what can a 
Hyperdoc LOOK 
LIKE?

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/131vQZwNjWg0OJfpEvgTXAVv6l4sXw7bQ0WeDCLj2wg4/edit#slide=id.g1c1da90b3c_0_9


where can I find 
MORE 
EXAMPLES?

goo.gl/RQbX8V

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1BJlxLx9sIgSjdFOGNpdkpvd1k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B1BJlxLx9sIgSjdFOGNpdkpvd1k
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REAL

FAKE?
or



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helicopter_Shark


FAKE!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helicopter_Shark




FAKE!

http://www.snopes.com/donald-trumps-parents-kkk/


http://www.snopes.com/hillary-clinton-stupid-quote/


FAKE!

http://www.snopes.com/hillary-clinton-stupid-quote/
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3. Consider the headline or main message: 

 a. Does it use excessive punctuation(!!) or ALL CAPS for emphasis? 

 b. Does it make a claim about containing a secret or telling you something that “the media” doesn’t want you to know?

 c. Don’t stop at the headline! Keep exploring.

TEN QUESTIONS FOR 
^
 NEWS DETECTION

1. Gauge your emotional reaction:
 Is it strong? Are you angry? Are you intensely hoping that the information turns out to be true? False?

2.	 Reflect	on	how	you	encountered	this.	Was	it	promoted	on	a	website?	Did	it	show	up	in	a	social	media	feed?	Was	it	sent	to	you	by 
 someone you know?

4. Is this information designed for easy sharing, like a meme? YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

Use the questions below to assess the likelihood that a piece of information is fake news. The more red flags 
you circle, the more skeptical you should be!

FAKE
www.checkology.org

5. Consider the source of the information: 

 a. Is it a well-known source?

 b. Is there a byline (an author’s name) attached to this piece?

 c. Go to the website’s “About” section: Does the site describe itself as a “fantasy news” or “satirical news” site? 

 d. Does the person or organization that produced the information have any editorial standards?

 e. Does the “contact us” section include an email address that matches the domain (not a Gmail or Yahoo email address)?

 f. Does a quick search for the name of the website raise any suspicions?

6. Does the example you’re evaluating have a current date on it? 

7.	 Does	the	example	cite	a	variety	of	sources,	including	official	and	expert	sources?	Does	the	information	this	example	provides	appear	in	reports	from	 
 (other) news outlets? 

8. Does the example hyperlink to other quality sources? In other words, they haven’t been altered or taken from another context?

9.	 Can	you	confirm,	using	a	reverse	image	search,	that	any	images	in	your	example	are	authentic	(in	other	words,	sources	that	haven’t	been	 

 altered or taken from another context)?

10.  If you searched for this example on a fact-checking site such as Snopes.com, FactCheck.org or PolitiFact.com, is there a fact-check that labels it  
  as less than true? 

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

YES    |    NO

REMEMBER:

• It is easy to clone an existing website and create fake tweets to fool people.
• Bots are extremely active on social media and are designed to dominate conversations and spread propaganda.
• Fake news and other misinformation often use a real image from an unrelated event.
• Debunk examples of misinformation whenever you see them. It’s good for democracy!

Visit www.checkology.org for a comprehensive collection of news literacy e-learning experiences and other resources from NLP.

www.thenewsliteracyproject.org



goo.gl/uGXqBz



VIDEOS
interactive



http://vizia.co/videos/449a0da0d5565f75ac897d/share

http://vizia.co/videos/449a0da0d5565f75ac897d/share


https://edpuzzle.com/media/58ab1181627dd67a0084b69c
https://edpuzzle.com
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take advantage of analysis 
worksheets

DISCREPANT  
event inquiry



take advantage of analysis 
worksheets



take advantage of analysis 
worksheets



take advantage of analysis 
worksheets



take advantage of analysis 
worksheets



take advantage of analysis 
worksheets



LEARNING LAB
Smithsonian

https://learninglab.si.edu/


WINDOW FRAME
Evidence Analysis



REALITY
Virtual



EXPEDITIONS
Google



         Google 

STREETVIEW



photospheres

Cardboard Camera 

StorySpheres

NARRATED



360 VIDEO



find your 
BUDDY







Thought Bubbles









DOCS TEACHNARA



https://knightlab.northwestern.edu/projects/

knightlab.northwestern.edu/
projects

https://knightlab.northwestern.edu/projects/


https://s3.amazonaws.com/uploads.knightlab.com/storymapjs/2fa4e0bacc53135350dbd74f1cc67e4f/civil-war-battles/index.html


TWITTER
comfort level?



#sschat

sschat.org



#worldgeochat
#psychat
#sstlap
#hsgovchat
#whapchat



• live chat 
• slow / book / 

primary source 
chat

TWITTER CHATS



tweetchat.com

http://tweetchat.com/room/maceks17
http://tweetchat.com/room/maceks17


#laurapollman
12.3K Tweets Best use of tech in a social 
studies classroom





socialstudiescentral.com
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